Suffrage Ratification Is Completed by Tennessee; Opponents Will Try Today to Reverse Close Vote

Warwick Out
Of Peril: Reds
Driven Back
Fifty Miles

Official on Left Wing,
Led by French Generals,
Passed Police in Pursuit
of Key to the Capitol
Communications of
Soviet Threatened

Reds Roll in Body
Regimental Regulations,
British Nationals
Clear-Facing Consider

Paris Expect
Lloyd George
To See Simons

Conference Between British
and German Mission
in Switzerland Is Supposed
as a Possibility
May Refer to Bolsheviks
Plus How That Treaty
May Be Willing to Serve
as Barrier Against Reds
By Reliable Country

Canadian Sets
World Mark
For Hurdles

Thompson, Former Dartmouth Star, Wins 11th
Metric Race at Olympics; American Forces Fail
U.S. Far in Lead
With 101 Points
Finland in Second Place; McDonald Fourth in
Short Pairs; Ray Qualifiers

Worker's Plan
International
Anti-War Move

French Government
of Labor Unites Projects an
Rally Against British Leaders
Congress in Amsterdam
Coercion, Socialized Prices, Declares That Nothing Can
Stop Union of Peace

Woman Vote
Expected to
Aid Harding

Republicans Believe Suffrage Will Help Them in Presidential Race; Fear Effect on Senate
Blow Most Serious
To Wet Candidates
Democrats insist Progressive Settlement Will Alter the New Voters
By Casper Fish

Women's Vote Welcome, Says Cox
Civilization Is Saved, Declares Cox

ALBANY, Aug. 18.—Says the action of the Senate today of
ratifying the 19th Amendment will mean
the triumph of civilized life, and he
is glad to think of the huge and
magnificent gathering that will meet
in New York City on Labor Day,
the 27th of the month, in Gods
name, and the applause that will
go to the women of this country
for having made it possible for men
of the country to do their duty
in a sane manner.

Colby Agrees
To Speed Final
Suffrage Step

Secretary of State Will
Promulgate Proclamation
As Soon as Tennessee Sends
Diplomatic Note

Campaign Opened in Success
Full Secreted Movement
Which Enveloped World

27,000 Women
Have Right to Vote

Tennessee's Ratification
Gives 12,500,000 More
Right to Vote for Next
President in the Fall
Eighth Town in 1848
Pioneers To Be Honored

Man Fares Fine
Despite Fine Rain

Fugitive Coming Back
Attorney General's
Office

Professor and 8 Sandwich Men
Lower Prices on the Heights

There is a new type of sandwich man
in New York City, and it
is doing an excellent business.
He is a professor, or rather
a former professor; and
his sandwiches are
the same.
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